


In today’s retail and hospitality market, POS terminal is no longer just a cold and hard business 

tool. It is a part of the store decoration, a part of the store image. Each curve and detail of the 

POS terminal should add something to the overall mood of the store, to lift the shopping 

experience of the customers.

With a 14” 16:9 Aspect Ratio wide screen, bezel free touch, beautifully sculptured slim body, 

sexily curved base stand, JIVA XT-3114 looks right at home at any elegantly decorated store. 

And more than just good looks, JIVA XT-3114 also offers ample of performance and flexibility 

to satisfy the most demanding of daily POS operations.

Flexible! Powerful! Elegant!
JIVA XT-3114 Series

Flexibility
JIVA XT-3114 series comes with the selection of two newly designed foldable bases, the curvy slim 7th 
Generation Base and the larger but practical 8th Generation Base. 
The new foldable base allows JIVA XT-3114 Series to be configured into different configurations. “Flat 
Folded Mode” to save the shipping package volume. “Low Profile Mode” to allow greater interaction 
between cashier and the customers; and the traditional “Full Extended Mode”. All this can be achieved with 
a simple pull of the hidden lever. This one terminal/multi-configurations concept provides unmatched 
flexibility to store owners and system integrators alike.

Flat Folded ModeLow Profile ModeFull Extended Mode

Looks
Slimmer and sexier than ever, it is a sharp departure from the 

traditionally more conservative Posiflex terminal design. Every 
curves and details are carefully thought out to make JIVA XT-3114 

Series one of the most visually desirable terminals in the market.

Dual LAN
JIVA XT-3114 Series provides dual LAN 
ports that allow a dedicated LAN 
connection for credit card terminal.

8th Generation Base
Optional 8th Generation Base that integrates 
internal power adaptor and Powered USB port 
into the base stand, which allows for clutter 
free counter.

Water Resistance
JIVA XT-3114 Series is designed with true water 

resistance capability for the entire terminal. Not only 
for front bezel!
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